The title for this series of talks is **Marxist-Humanist Perspectives** and the **Dialectics of Revolution**. I would like to be permitted for today's class to change that title to an expression which will help us to capture the thrust of these classes. The methodology of Marxist-Humanism and how it is recreated at distinct historic moments in the freedom movement, is the title I would like us to think about. When we say this, I do not view this methodology as suprahistorical, as some kind of collection of truisms that we express. Rather, the expression "recreate at distinct historic moments in the freedom movement" is the only test of such a methodology.

Let us begin by seeing how the first three classes expressed this methodology. In the first class "How to Begin Anew? The Birth of Marxist-Humanism and the Vicissitudes of the State-Capitalist Theory", the reading jammed together three historic periods: The 1940s when state-capitalist theory was first fully developed and became the archetypes of the 1950s, when the Marxist-Humanist tendency expressed itself in a new organizational form, News and Letters Committee and the readings of our first Perspectives Thesis "Theoretical and Practical Perspectives: Where to Begin," and our first printed pamphlet Nationalism, Communism, Marxist-Humanism and the Afro-Asian Revolutions. And 1970 and the thesis which Marxist-Humanism faces today and hence the reading of the 1984-85 Perspectives Thesis "The Movements from Theory to Practice vs the Great Artificer Ronald Reagan". What emerged from that first class were in first the fact that even as an original theory to meet the objective reality of our state-capitalism as a world phenomenon was incomplete and would undergo amelioration theses if it was not connected directly with both masses in motion fighting for freedom and the development of a full social vision -- the philosophy of Marxist-Humanism. Second, that
Marxist-Humanism was no abstraction, but was immediately put into practice in the 1950s in the founding of News and Letters Committees, the establishment of a newspaper, News & Letters, whose editor would be a production worker, Charles Denby, and whose editor would be a unique combination of worker and intellectual in having voices from the freedom movement and Marxist theoretical expression, and that the philosophy of Marxism-Humanism would be further concretized in the assignment and completion of a task, the restatement of Marxism in book form with the publication of Marxism and Freedom. (I hesitate to use completed because as we all know, that first work then led to P&R and to RWLKM and to a new book in press on Women's Emancipation and the Dialectics of Revolution, and I return to the in-embryo conception of a new Marxist-Humanist work on Marx, Marxist-Humanism and organization.) Third, the readings for the first class pointed to the ongoing nature of Marxist-Humanist Perspectives both in assigning as reading the 1984-85 Perspectives Thesis and in particular in our study of that final section of that Thesis "Not by Practice Alone". It is this last section which spells out the task of revolutionaries, one that Marxist-Humanist revolutionaries are determined to undertake; spells it out in the most comprehensive manner as our history as a tendency.

The readings for the Second Class—entitled "Black Consciousness and the Needed American Revolution"—concentrated on how Marxist-Humanism develops the specificity of a particular force of revolution: the Black Dimension, limiting ourselves to two historic moments—the 1960s in America where we showed Black is both beautiful and revolutionary and we showed the dangers it faced by misleaders such as Sarmichael and Cleaver; wanted to take it in non-revolutionary directions—and the mid 1970s in Southern Africa and that magnificent Soweto Rebellion of youth workers and the emergence of a Black Consciousness Movement. Jammed against this deep, creative, revolutionary movement...
from practice was the labor of a Marxist-Humanist Perspective on the Black Movement's relation to the need American Revolution. That Marxist-Humanist perspective on Black has historically single out: 1. Black as the touchstone of American Civilization, exposing its hollowness.

2. Black masses as Vanguard -- a conception of what vanguard can mean revolutionary, far removed from its denigration into the elitist vanguard party. 3. M-H perspectives showed the two way road between Africa and America of freedom action and ideas, that is, a precise spelling out of how Black is a world revolutionary question, including the Caribbean. (See here especially our pamphlet on FFSABT.) 4. We show how Marx and the Black World intertwined throughout Marx's lifetime from America at the time of the Civil War to Africa to Australia at the end of Marx's life. And finally 5. How Marxist-Humanism sees the relationship between race and class, indeed between Black and all the other living dimensions of freedom -- workers, women, youth, other minorities. The Second Classes readings on the new paragraphs added to RLMK after it went to press gave us a glimpse of how that same methodology which Marxist-Humanism strove to create with respect to the Black Dimension, was as well practiced with all forces of revolution, especially women.

If the first class was the development and practice of M-H out of state-capitalist theory as well as its recreation in 1984, and the second class was looking at how Marxist-Humanism views and helps to develop a living subject of revolution, then the readings for the Third Class, entitled "What is New in the Anti-War Struggles? What is New in the Sino-Soviet Conflict?" were a way of seeing how Marxist-Humanism enters the international arena -- both as a critic and in finding freedom on an international level. It did so by 1. returning to the question of state-capitalism, now not in the 1940s, but in the 1960s and beyond when what had emerged was not only one state-capitalist giant calling itself Communist, Russia, but a second China. Now the vicissitudes...
not alone of those who held state-capitalist theory, but of the state-capitalist countries themselves for power on the world scene with the Sino-Soviet split. 2. The readings showed the tremendous pull that state-capitalism had on revolutions in the third world, from Castro to those who became followers of Mao. 3. Marxist-Humanism asked: how would the new forces of revolution emerging be able to separate themselves from the pull of state-capitalism as well as private capitalism of the West? The answer that emerged pointed to the necessity of Marxist revolutionaries not basing themselves on the false subjectivity of a Mao or other would-be revolutionary leaders but rooting themselves, rooting ourselves, in the revolutionary subjectivity that came from masses in motion.

That rootedness in the subjectivity of the masses, must at the same time be accompanied by revolutionaries rooting themselves in Marx’s Marxism, his philosophy. And that brings us to the fourth class whose title “The Long March of Revolt, the Long March of Philosophy” brings us to the question of how Marxist-Humanism views both the movement from practice and the movement from theory. In fact, the title for this class comes from Part II of the 1980 Perspectives Thesis Today and Tomorrow. The subtitle to that part is “Imperative Need for New Relationship of Practice to Theory.” That is what we want to talk about this afternoon. For if we through these classes are asking and how is it recreated at what is this Marxist-Humanist methodology and each specific historic moment, then the answer lies in the labor that Marxist-Humanism has undertaken to work out this relationship between theory and practice. Precisely that is the kernel of our Marxist-Humanist methodology, and as the philosopher...
How have we done so? On the one hand we have worked out a concept of what is the revolutionary practice of the masses and on the other hand we have been working out what is revolutionary theory in its relation to the masses practice, in its relation to a full philosophy of revolution.

Let's begin with working out the movement from practice of the masses and its relation to theory. In working this out we had a tremendous amount of help — from the masses themselves.

1. From the workers in America in the 1949-50 Miners General Strike. We asked the most profound question of What Kind of Labor Should Human Beings Do?, in being the first workers to launch a strike against automated production in the form of the continuous miner. (You can study both that strike and Marxist-Humanism's relationship to it in our pamphlet on The Coal Miners' General Strike and the Birth of M-H)

2. From the East European masses—the East German Revolt of 1953, the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, who put against state-capitalism calling itself communism on the agenda, and did so while rediscovering the Humanism of Marxism. M-H's specific relation to these and other events in East Europe can be studied in specific chapters in M&F on East Germany and Hungary, in P&R on Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and in specific pamphlets on Poland and Czechoslovakia.

3. From the African Revolutions of the late 1950s and early 1960s. The African fight against Western imperialism not only remade the map of Africa but truly gave birth to the Third World, and to the attempt to have an African socialism, centered on humanism.

4. From Latin America, the Cuban masses who dared challenge not only Batista, but American imperialism in 1959, and even earlier, the 1952 Bolivian Revolution which brought forth the dimension of Indian, peasant, miner and woman as subjects of revolution.
Together with this tremendous movement from practice, were Marxist-Humanist revolutionaries, who had a certain kind of sensitivity to recognize the full revolutionary nature of this movement from practice, to make a category out of it, to take it so seriously that we called this movement from practice a form of revolutionary theory itself. How did we get that kind of sensitivity? This break in recognizing how crucial and revolutionary was and is the movement from practice came because we were standing on the shoulders, not only of the masses who had lifted us so high with their revolutionary action in the 1950s, but also because we stood upon the shoulders of a Hegel and of a Marx. Far from dismissing Hegel as only a bourgeois philosopher, we dug into Hegel’s dialectic, as Marx had done in the 19th century and as Lenin had done earlier in the twentieth century. It was their digging in and their recognition of the revolutionary nature of Hegel’s dialectic which made Raya dig into that dialectic come in our post World War II age.

Thus stood on the shoulders both of the masses and of Hegel, Marx and Lenin. But we did our own digging as Marxist-Humanists and achieved our philosophical breakthrough in the process. What we have been working over these three decades is the very new relation of theory to practice, thought to action, revolution to philosophy, which our age needs. We call this new relation of theory to practice—on the meaning of Hegel’s Absolute Idea. Previous to Marxist-Humanism, Marx and Lenin, while certainly grasping the revolutionary nature of Hegel’s dialectic, had not felt that Hegel’s Absolutes gave new points of departure for their ages. Marx decided to confront capitalism’s supposed absolutes to show...
that capitalism was not ahistoric and eternal, but rather that its absolutes were false, were in mortal opposition to each other, the highest one being on the one hand the absolute concentration and centralization of capital in the hands of fewer and fewer capitalists, while at the same moment using less and less workers, living labor, and thus bringing forth the growth of the absolute army of unemployed which would be an army of revolt. When Lenin returned to Hegel in 1914 he found the concept of transformation into opposite, not Hegel's absolutes, as the philosophic dimension which spoke most directly to his age. Dunayevskaya and Marxist-Humanism saw something very new in Hegel's absolutes for our age. We certainly agreed with Lenin that transformation into opposite was profound — competition into monopoly, and a section of the working class into its opposite, an aristocracy of labor. But we have had 50 more years of transformation into opposite, including the transformation of the Russian workers' state into state-capitalism, and that is quite enough for our age. We need to know how to prevent revolutions from being transformed into counter-revolution, witness Iran and Grenada. We are one with Marx about the falsehood of capitalism's absolutes, witness their absolute of science, which in their hands, has the form of high tech, high unemployment and the H-bomb and can only mean humanity's disappearance as a species. Or witness capitalism's fetishism of commodities at the same moment there is mass starvation.

But what Marxist-Humanism sees is a way out, a way out in that revolutionary movement from practice that we have designated as a form of theory. At the same time revolutionaries grasp that there is a movement from theory rooted in a philosophy of revolution that needs to be made concrete for our age. It is precisely for that reason that we grapple with Hegel's absolutes anew. What we see is that Hegel's absolutes are not unmoving pinnacles of a system which stops some place touching God. Instead we see that Hegel's absolutes are in fact
revolutionary new beginnings in life and in thought — that is, we can translate Hegel's absolutes as nothing other than the absolute movement to become free, a permanent movement toward freedom, an unchained dialectic, a permanence of revolution, when that dialectic is in the hands and head and soul of masses in motion and Marxist revolutionaries in revolutionary praxis.

Everything we have done as News & Letters Committees, our paper, our pamphlets, our books, our participation in all the aspects of the freedom movement has that movement from practice of the masses as its beginnings; as its essence; as its motion, or goal or aim. This is the self-development of masses in motion toward freedom. And yet, that movement from practice, this long march of revolt, that is our point of departure and our point of return, is not the totality of what we mean by Absolute Idea as New Beginning. Equally crucial is the Movement from Theory that's able to fully meet that movement from practice by being grounded in a philosophy of revolution.

That movement from practice that is itself a form of theory we grasped very early, in the 1950s. The long march of revolt since then has been the masses continually creating new forms of revolt in the 60s, 70s and now the 80s.

The long march of philosophy in our era has not simply been a single breakthrough. If we take a critical look at our own praxis over three decades, we will see that the movement from theory, rooted in philosophy, had had a long march. It has been a march to become more and more explicit as to the role, the tasks of Marxist revolutionaries.

Very early on we had rejected the vanguard party to lead and all its empty elitist theory. But we had not fully worked out what to replace it with. Perhaps because we ourselves were not yet fully aware of just how new a relationship of theory to practice was demanded by the...
breakthrough on the Absolute Idea. Yes, we recognized masses as subject of revolution. And we counterposed their revolutionary subjectivity not only to the unfree, false objectivity of capitalism, but we also counterposed the masses subjectivity to the narrow subjectivity of would-be Marxists revolutionaries from Mao, to Castro to the Trotskyists and others who we designated as post-Marx Marxists who didn't base themselves on Marx's Marxism. But at the same time we hadn't yet posed explicitly a second revolutionary subjectivity which of necessity must arise together with masses in motion. And this is the revolutionary subjectivity of Marx's Marxism, as a philosophy of revolution, recreated for our day as Marxist-Humanism. Put differently, Marxist-Humanism itself is very much a part of what we mean when we say Absolute Idea as New Beginning. It is precisely this philosophy of M-H which is along side the masses as a New Beginning.

Which brings me back to the title of the last section of our 1984-85 Perspectives "Not By Practice Alone". If we realize that for more than a quarter of a century we have explicitly rejected the vanguard party to lead. And that we have some thirty years of labor to show the revolutionary nature of what we mean by a movement from practice that is itself a from of theory, if you see this, then you will understand how different and on a completely new revolutionary level it is for us to say "Not By Practice Alone" how differently we mean it from all those others who have rejected the masses, who denies practice of the masses. We are saying that today, we are working out the role of revolutionary Marxist thinkers, theorists and working out the role of organization in a way it has never been worked out before. That is the task we are in the midst of.

I will return to this question once more in my conclusion. But first we have to see that this relation of theory to practice that I have been speaking of it's not a theoretical debating point, but a life and death question that has been the Achilles heel not only in the
past but is the Achilles heel we are facing today. So we want to discuss how philosophy is made concrete, how it is practiced. We are going to do it in three ways, that are presented in the readings for this week. I am going to take a specific year 1976 and take up a world hop spot, the Middle East and see how Marxist-Humanism analyzed through the two political letters the one of Jan. 1976 on the UN Resolution on Zionism is Racism and the Aug. 1976 Letter on the Civil War in Lebanon. Terry is going to see how Marxist-Humanism takes up a whole continent, not limited to one year by looking at Ray's Political-Philosophic Letter on Latin America's Unfinished Revolutions. And J. Wiane will be taking up how M-H analyzed a specific period of Marx's life and will show how we are not just looking at a long neglected period of Marx's life work, but that are determined to connect those last writings of Marx to the revolutionary goals and tasks of the 1980s.
revolutionaries developed principled positions on a national question. We won't take the time to follow in here in any detail. I am pointing to it for your study, so that you can see how Marxit-Humanism bring in revolutionary historical time into an analysis not for the purposes of quoting "authorities" but for purposes of grasping what is a dialectical methodol.

The anticipatory time that this January Letter raises in terms of the fight in Lebanon, and Syria's potential counter-revolutionary role as the PLO waffled the the quest for the Lebanese Civil War, comes through with a devastating truth by August when the PFL on Lebanon, the test not only of the PLO but the whole Left is Written. For it is here where not only Syria's counter-revolutionary role is shown so very clearly, but even more crucial, the absolutely lack of anything approaching a revolutionary philosophic vision within the PLO--which then proceeds to suffer an almost equal defeat as the Lebanese Moslem Left does in the Civil War--a defeat not at the hands of Israel, thought there were most happy it happened, but a defeat at the hands of the so-called progressive allies, especially Syria. It is clear that what unites the Arab nations big and small is not as much anti-Israel though that too is a unifying cement, as it is anti-revolution in their own countries. That is what they will all unite to try and defeat, and the PLO among others, became a victurm, though by no means an innocent one.

But where the anticipation of this M-H analysis is really seen is today--looking at the Middle East, Lebanon in particular. z "When history and theory get into each other's way, and philosophy and revolution get separated, there is no exist from counter-revolutionary consequences." What else has Lebanon 1977-1984 been except that horror of counter-revolution from Syria, to Israel, to the fascist salange, to the destruction of remnants of the PLO, to the rise of Khomeini supporters to the destruction of both Lebanese and Palestinian people.
The question of failed revolutionary practice cannot be answered simply by more practice on top of failed, incomplete theory that does not deserve even the name of half-way dialectic, whether in the Middle East or in Latin America or anywhere in the world. It has to be addressed by digging back into Marx's philosophy and understanding of his concept of revolution. We are doing that in this class by seeing how Marxist-Humanism went back and dug into the Marxism of Marx.

Diane will examin this in terms of Marx's last decade and how Marxist-Humanism views it as new moments for our revolutionary era.

(After Diane's report, Eugene has his conclusion)

Revolutionary philosophy is not something to know, but something to practice. How do we unchain the revolutionary dialectic in the age of Reaganism. That is what the classes are trying to dig into. What we have seen whether today when we looked at the Middle East and Latin America, or whether as in earlier classes we looked at Mao, at the Black Dimension, at the question of war and peace, and war and revolution -- what we have in all this moments is that the masses in their revolutionary practice have time and time again unchained that dialectic of freedom in the actuality of their struggles. The powers in the middle, East and West, North and South, have constantly sought to keep the people in shackles, to keep the dialectics of revolution in chains. But we have also seen that the revolutionary movement itself has not unchained that revolutionary dialectic in thought, an unchain that is so necessary if we are to fully unchain that dialectic in life.

Marxist Humanism has written of a single dialectic in sight and in thought. We do so not because we put it together, but because in actuality there is only one revolutionary dialectic, one that is the intertwining of the ideal and the real, thought and reality, theory and
practice.

It is these classes -- because they reinvestigate what Marxist-Humanism has down in working out that relationship between theory and practice, which can help us grasp how to unchain the dialectic. Not by practice alone does not mean any substitution for the mass practice. Rather it is a recognition that that single dialectic is one of thought, of a philosophic vision, of a recreation of Marxism for our day, and that such a recreation is not only need, by the movement as a whole, but of necessity find organization expression if it is to be worked out fully. That is what News and Letters Committees strive to be -- an organizational expression of the recreation of Marxism for our day. That is what we are trying to show in these classes -- not only no separation of theory and practice, of masses self-activity and the self-determination of the idea which is revolutionary philosophy, but that that revolutionary philosophy has a home, an organizational form -- News and Letters Committees. And I want to say to those of you who are participating in these classes who are not yet members, If you find that you agree with this philosophic vision, then you in the end should feel compelled to make News and Letters Committees your home, your organizational expression of these ideas. It is in such a collectivity as News and Letters Committees that one can fully work out the fullest expression of these ideas so that revolution will not remain a future to be, but the actuality of becoming free. When Marx penned "Time is the space for human development" he most certainly meant not capitalist space, but the revolutionary time of a new society in the process of becoming. Now is the time for this becoming.